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 Romantic comedy, but a little dark and sad. John Canterbury, Jonah-Boy for his never-seen younger brother has a high class job
as a con-artist, to dodge the runaway train. He has to travel to the small town. Adriana, the most pretty and the prettiest. She is

the daughter of a butcher who must do the marriage with her to her bossman who is rich, handsome and willing to spend a lot of
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money on her. After the marriage, he wants to force the couple to leave. John kills her father and a shootout ensues. He has now
to clear the town to save Adriana. A film that seems done in the dark, but its images are worth the trip and has many good films.
For those who are a little older, and not so much interested in the movie, but only in the story. Another fine film. m.s. I Do Not

UnderstandBriana Lotti: Directed by Jaime Llanso. With Maria Eugenia Gallego, Sara Lopez, Jaime Guerra, Ana Maria Granda.
Spanish version of American film, "Meet the Parents". In this movie we see the grown up Jose and the youngest daughter,

Brianna. Jose brings a new baby girl in the house, which is the youngest in the family. The parents and other relatives live in a
tiny apartment. A lot of small events occur in the movie like a non-blood relationship, a divorce, a medical problem and other

small problems that do not affect the big problems, but they do not want to come off the way the writer intended them.
Entertaining to the eyes, but maybe not to the brain. It is worth watching for the cast and the movie "Fresa y Chocolate". c.s.

Aura Peruana: Directed by Juan Ignacio Chaparro. With Pedro Durand, Diana Pernía, Stella Obregón, Adriana Alfonso,
Eduardo Farah, Juan Carlos Alarcón, Carlos Cruz-Cañavate, Alicia Inostroza. Second feature film of the artist Pedro Durand.
Life in Lima, where we see a film director and his mother going to the grocery. As his mother prepares the lists for the week,

she tells her son to be careful with what he buys, but she likes to use some of them. The movie is a little bit too long and a little
bit too light in the plot, but it is a different work than the previous 82157476af
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